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Abstract The North American beaver, Castor canadensis,
has recovered from historic overtrapping, recolonizing much
of its former range as its population expanded. Previous
studies using historical aerial photos document recent
increases in number of beaver ponds, but the long-term
sustainability of beaver populations and their ponds over
centuries of landscape alteration is unknown. This paper
analyzes the fate of beaver ponds mapped in 1868 near
Ishpeming, Michigan, USA. Of the 64 beaver dam and
pond sites mapped in the 1860s, 72 % were still discernible in
2014. Land use changes that altered the terrain (mining,
residential development) or stream paths (channelization)
were the main sources of beaver pond loss. This remarkable
consistency in beaver pond placement over the last 150 years
is evidence of the beaver’s resilience.

Keywords Castor canadensis . Dam . Stream . Landscape .

Land use . Ecological engineer

Introduction

The North American beaver (Castor canadensis) is the quin-
tessential ecosystem engineer, causing structural change
through its dam building that results in abiotic and biotic en-
vironmental changes (Jones et al. 2010; Hood and Larson
2015). The beaver is also a keystone species for riparian obli-
gate animals, providing habitat for many species of waterfowl,

wildlife, fish, and invertebrates through its pond building
(Grover and Baldassarre 1995; Brown et al. 1996; Ray et al.
2004; Hood and Larson 2014). Beavers were extirpated in
many regions by over-trapping during the 1700s and 1800s
(Naiman et al. 1988), but beaver populations recovered during
the 20th century throughout much of North America and
Europe (Ingle-Sidorowicz 1982; Nolet and Rosell 1998).

Given the beaver’s relatively recent reappearance, we
know little about the long-term sustainability of beaver popu-
lations and their ponds. Aerial photos provide evidence of
beaver population recovery by documenting the physical ev-
idence of beaver ecosystem engineering, but the earliest aerial
photos date back only 75 years to the 1940s. Changes since
that time represent a period of beaver expansion as beaver
populations increased and dispersed to exploit new habitats
(Snodgrass 1997; Syphard and Garcia 2001; Morrison et al.
2015). This paper asks, BCan the artifacts of beaver engineer-
ing still be detected after a century or more?^

A unique map, prepared in 1868, exists to address that
question. Lewis H. Morgan was a 19th century industrialist,
anthropologist, and naturalist who became enamored with the
American beaver during his visits to the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan, USA. He was on the Board of Directors of the
Marquette and Ontonagon Railroad (M&O), which provided
access from Lake Superior through a roadless forest to multi-
ple inland iron mines. In his book, BThe American Beaver and
His Works,^ Morgan (1868) wrote:

It so happened that this Railroad passed through a bea-
ver district, more remarkable, perhaps, than any other of
equal extent to be found in any part of North America.
By opening this wilderness in advance of all settlement,
the beavers were surprised, so to speak, in the midst of
their works, which, at the same time, were rendered
accessible for minute and deliberate investigation, in a
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manner altogether unusual. A rare opportunity was thus
offered to examine the works of the beaver, and to see
him in his native wilds.

Morgan’s 1868 book contains a 19×25 cm fold-out map
(1:51, 914) of 64 beaver dams along streams that he fished
while visiting the Ishpeming, Michigan area between 1855
and 1867. Beavers were still abundant in the region, although
the beaver fur trade in Michigan had begun to decline by the
late 1830s (Johnson 1919). In addition to the beaver dams,
Morgan’s map shows major lakes, rivers, railroads, mines,
and settlements as they existed in the 1860s (Fig. 1a). The
map was drawn from Bmaterials furnished by the author^ by
L. K. Dorrance and William H. Steele, civil engineers who
worked for the M&O (Morgan 1868). Mapping methods are
not described, but Morgan photographed and measured a
number of the beaver dams, describing them in the book.

The Ishpeming area has developed since the 1860s, partic-
ularly as mines noted on Morgan’s map expanded and coa-
lesced. However, beaver ponds still exist there, and can now
be mapped with digital aerial imagery and geographic infor-
mation systems (GIS), tools that were unavailable to Morgan.

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the long-term
sustainability of beaver ponds by determining the fate of bea-
ver ponds mapped by Morgan 150 years ago. Specific goals
are: (1) to determine if the original map is sufficiently accurate
to compare with current data, (2) if so, to compare beaver
ponds visible on contemporary imagery with those marked
on the 1860s map, and (3) to classify the land use changes
that affected those 1860s beaver ponds.

Study Site and Methods

The 124 km2 study area (46°29′N, 87°42′W) has Precambrian
metamorphic bedrock overlain by thin glacial drift and out-
wash (Simmons 1974; Jerome 2006). Elevation ranges from
403 to 545 m (Fig. 2). The study area straddles the drainage
divide between Great Lakes Superior and Michigan: Carp
Creek flows east to Lake Superior, whereas Ely Creek flows
south into the Escanaba River and Lake Michigan. Average
discharge of Carp Creek at Ishpeming is 0.34 cms, and that of
Ely Creek at National Mine is 0.15 cms (Wiitala et al. 1967).
All lakes mapped within the study area are of natural
origin, except Deer Lake was greatly expanded by the
1911 construction of the Carp River hydroelectric dam
(compare Fig. 1a and b). Natural land types (forest, shrubland,
grassland, wetland, water) cover 77 % of the study area, with
the remainder in barren land (i.e., mines) or development
(USGS 2015a). Residences are concentrated within
Ishpeming (population 6470) and West Ishpeming (popula-
tion 2662); the population density in rural Ishpeming
Township is only 14.9 persons per km2.

I prepared a map of beaver meadow, pond, and dam loca-
tions corresponding to those on Morgan’s map using
established aerial photo interpretation methods (Johnston
and Naiman 1990) and on-screen delineation of 2014 color
digital orthoimagery (1-m pixels), supplemented by
orthoimagery downloaded for 1993, 1999, 2005, and 2012
(USDA 2015; USGS 2015b), and inspection of other image
dates in Google Earth (http://www.google.com/earth/).
Features were digitized as lines (dams) or polygons (ponds
& meadows), classified according to fate. All site confirma-
tions were done with aerial imagery.

A pivotal feature of the Morgan map is the location
of the M&O Railroad and its branches, which paralleled
Carp and Ely Creeks. The railroad was abandoned by
the time of this study, but its roadbed was clear on the
aerial imagery. The 1952 Ishpeming topographic map
aided interpretation of abandoned railroad location
(USGS 2015c).

Ancillary data used for map creation included Public Land
Survey System (PLSS) boundaries (Michigan Geographic
Data Library 2015) and 1/3 arc-second digital elevation data
(USGS 2015d). Lake and stream locations were extracted
from the National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) (USGS
2015e), and I classified all NHD streams into Bchannelized^
(straightened, presence of spoil banks) and Bnatural^
(meandering) based on aerial photo evidence. I also delineated
polygons to show areas of concentrated development and
mining based on aerial photo evidence and the 2011
National Land Cover Database (USGS 2015a). All image
and GIS data layers were projected as NAD83 UTM Zone
16 N using ArcMap 10.1.

Results

Accuracy of the Morgan Map

Morgan’s map was created by civil engineers who were famil-
iar with the location of the railroads, which were probably
surveyed using a theodolite and stadia rod. The railroads I
drew in Fig. 1b appeared on the 1952 topographic map, and
generally followed the route of the old M&O on Morgan’s
map (Fig. 1a). Railroad beds are relatively immovable features
that are persistently visible as linear features on aerial photos,
but some may have been eliminated by mining and
urban development (e.g., in the vicinity of sites #39 and 40,
Fig. 1). Some mismatch in railroad location is probably due to
inaccuracies in Morgan’s map.

�Fig. 1 Map of beaver ponds and other landscape features near
Ishpeming, Michigan. a Original map from The American Beaver and
His Works (Morgan 1868). b Map of beaver ponds and dams as of 2014
for the same area
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The PLSS, which established the boundaries of each
square-mile Bsection^ of land in the study site (grid lines on
Fig. 1), may have aided the positional accuracy of Morgan’s
map. However, field evidence of the PLSS was scant (section
corner monumentation consisted of posts in rock piles and
blazes on nearby Bwitness trees^; Schulte and Mladenoff
2001), so Morgan may not have benefitted from the PLSS in
sketching his field maps.

The location and boundaries of the permanent lakes in the
study area were relatively accurate, although many of the lake
names changed since the 1860s. Lake Flora no longer exists
due to mining activities. Mapping errors by Morgan include
the exaggerated size of Teal Lake and the location of Bnatural
pond^ (pond #46), which is farther west than mapped by
Morgan (Fig. 1).

Stream locations generally matched between Morgan’s
map and current conditions. Of the 69.7 km of streams in
the study area, 22 % were channelized by humans around
urban and mining areas prior to 1952, the date of the historical
topographic map. The location of Ely Creek was also offset on
Morgan’s map in comparison to current stream flowpaths, but
the 2014 flowpath is more consistent with topographic con-
straints (Fig. 2). I compensated for this streambed offset by
searching for beaver evidence relative to the stream itself rath-
er than using absolute geographic coordinates. With this ad-
justment, I concluded that Morgan’s map was generally
accurate.

Extant Beaver Dams, Meadows, Ponds, and Lakes

Artifacts of nearly three-fourths (46 out of 64) of the beaver
dam and pond sites mapped byMorgan in the 1860s were still

discernible on aerial imagery in 2014 (Fig. 1, Table 1). Sixteen
sites were still beaver ponds. Seven natural lakes and ponds
that had previously supported beaver were still present.
Twenty-three sites were riparian wetlands with vegeta-
tion (shrub, meadow) typical of abandoned beaver
ponds. Only 18 sites were undetectable; destroyed by
human earth-moving activities (mining, residential de-
velopment), stream channelization, or obscured by forest
(Table 1).

Most of the extant beaver dams were located along Carp
and Ely Creeks. Although Morgan’s map depicts most of the-
se dams as forming discrete ponds, the riparian areas of these
creeks are now nearly filled with beaver meadows that are
crossed by relict beaver dams. Dams typifying this condition
include 13–18 along Ely Creek and 25–31 along Carp Creek
(Fig. 1b). The cumulative area of extant beaver ponds and
meadows was 128 ha, which constituted 1.0 % of the
124 km2 study area.

Fig. 2 Elevation of the area
mapped, derived from the
National Elevation Dataset
(USGS 2015d)

Table 1 Fate in 2014 of beaver ponds mapped by Morgan (1868). Site
numbers refer to beaver ponds shown in Fig. 1

Category Count Site numbers

Gone – buried 10 1, 2, 3, 7, 36, 37, 47–49, 52

Gone – channelized 4 12, 22, 42, 50

Gone – forested 4 57–60

Extant – beaver pond 16 4, 8, 9, 23, 24, 38, 40, 44,
45, 53–55, 61–64

Extant water body – no beaver dam 7 5, 6, 39, 41, 43, 46, 51

Extant – beaver meadow 16 10, 11, 13–18, 21, 25–31

Extant – shrub wetland 7 19, 20, 32–35, 56
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Three beaver dams remained at the outlets of three small
lakes as of 2014: Lake Helen (#4, now Lake Miller), Stafford
Lake (#21, now North Lake), and Gunpowder Lake (#44).
Lake outlet dams raise the water level in a lake but do not
create the water body. Lakes having outlet beaver dams in the
1860s but not in 2014 were Lake Mary (#5, now Lake
Ogden), Lake Diamond (#6, now Lake Sally), Lost Lake
(#41, now Rock Lake), Lake Minnie (#43), and Kittie’s
Pond (#51, now Cooper Lake) (Fig. 1b).

A beaver dam described in detail by Morgan was and
still is located at the outlet of BGrass Lake^ (#8).
Morgan was impressed by the dam’s 80 m length,
1.9 m height, and large volume of material. The site
is certainly in the same location because Grass Lake is
labeled on the 1952 topographic map, and the present
dam is the same distance downstream from Lake
Diamond (now Lake Sally) as described in Morgan’s
text. The 11.2 ha Grass Lake was mostly filled with
water in 2014, although beaver canals were visible tra-
versing the marshes along its south end. The dam and
western shore of Grass Lake are now an electrical power
line right-of-way, which has altered the upland vegetation but
not the presence of beaver.

The largest beaver-created feature in 2014 was the 12.3-ha
pond #10, located 500-m downstream of Grass Lake. Its 2014
extent was larger than that mapped by Morgan, implying that
its dams were raised over time. The 1993 and 1999
orthoimagery showed that the site contained a 150-m dam
(Fig. 3). By 2005, the downstream dam had been raised to a
level that submerged the 150-m dam, flooding the entire area.
The downstream dam was breached before 2012, re-exposing
the 150-m long dam, and by 2014 it was a beaver meadow.
The path of the stream flowing through this pond remained in
the same location despite being submerged between 1993 and
2012 (Fig. 3).

Missing and Abandoned Beaver Dams

Mine tailings in the southeast corner of the study area have
greatly altered this landscape, burying beaver ponds and a
permanent lake. Dams #1-3 in the headwaters of Ely Creek
were completely obliterated by iron mines and their tailings,
as were dams #7 and #52. Fortunately, the bedrock terrain that
contains most of the iron ore (marked BHILLY^ on Fig. 1a)
contained only headwater streams with relatively few beaver
ponds, so losses were few despite the large extent of the mine
tailings. Five beaver dams were destroyed by the development
of Ishpeming, and four dams were destroyed by stream chan-
nelization. Four sites mapped by Morgan along tributary
streams in the southwest corner of the study site (#57–60)
were not identifiable at all, and were forested as of 2014
(Table 1).

Discussion

This analysis demonstrates that beaver dams, ponds, and
meadows are durable landscape features. It is unlikely that

Fig. 3 Aerial imagery of pond #10 showing location of beaver dams,
1993–2014. Bright white streaks on 2005 photo are due to mirror-like
(specular) reflection from the pond water surface

Wetlands (2015) 35:1013–1019 1017



individual sites were continuously occupied by beavers be-
cause ponds are abandoned when forage becomes depleted
(Fryxell 2001; Hyvönen and Nummi 2008), but the sites were
probably reused over time. Recolonization of abandoned sites
repeatedly sets back vegetation succession (Ray et al. 2001;
Little et al. 2012; Johnston and Windels 2015); recolonization
return intervals of 9 to 30 years after abandonment have been
reported (Remillard et al. 1987; Hyvönen and Nummi 2008).
Continuous pond occupation can be as long as 31 years
(Stevens et al. 2006), and 20 % of beaver ponds were contin-
uously occupied in an 11-year Ontario study (Fryxell 2001).

Older beaver ponds are biologically more diverse. Ponds of
intermediate age (11–40 years) had the highest plant diversity
(Ray et al. 2001), and older ponds (>25 years) supported
breeding and reproduction of the wood frog (Lithobates
sylvaticus) (Stevens et al. 2006). The earliest-established bea-
ver ponds also tend to be larger and less prone to abandonment
than later-established ponds (Johnston and Naiman 1990;
Cunningham et al. 2006). Knowing the age of beaver pond
establishment can thus aid evaluation of habitat value to other
pond denizens.

Land use changes since Morgan’s time have affected the
presence of beaver in that system. The mining that prompted
construction of the M&O railroad has completely re-sculpted
14 km2 of land in the southeast corner of the study area. Roads
and additional railroads have been built in the region since the
1860s. Railroads tend to be located in the lowland areas
frequented by beavers because both trains and beaver dams
require gentle slopes. TheM&O railroad bed not only provided
Morgan with access to the beaver ponds, but also provided an
elevated platform from which to observe them and a frame of
reference for mapping them. Beavers often utilize roadbeds in
dam construction, flooding large areas by plugging road cul-
verts (Johnston 2012), a phenomenon that I observed on the
aerial imagery at several new ponds (not mapped) within the
study area. Outburst floods from beaver dam failure have sig-
nificantly impacted railway lines (Butler and Malanson 2005).

There was no evidence that the beaver dams affected chan-
nel stability. I saw no channel migration when I compared the
1993 versus 2014 orthoimagery at pond #10 (Fig. 3) nor any-
where else in the study area. This observation is consistent
with the finding of Curran and Cannatelli (2014) that there
was no channel migration when beaver dams were destroyed
in a flood in Virginia, USA, but differs from observations in
the western U.S. that beaver dams promote vertical aggrada-
tion of the floodplain and alter channel form (Pollock et al.
2007; Westbrook et al. 2011).

Lewis Morgan’s work continues to inspire contemporary
conservationists (Gewertz and Errington 2015). He was not
the first naturalist to describe beaver works, but he was the
first to provide quantitative data about a large number of bea-
ver ponds, dams, and lodges. His geospatial data were suffi-
ciently well documented to make them scientifically useful.

Mapping methods in the 1860s were primitive in comparison
to today’s methods, lacking the aerial photography, global
positioning systems, and ancillary digital data that enable con-
temporary map-making. Given those restrictions, the features
on Morgan’s map are surprisingly recognizable in the 21st
century.

This study shows remarkable consistency in beaver pond
placement over the last 150 years, despite some land use
changes that altered beaver habitat. This constancy is evidence
of the beaver’s resilience, and a reminder that beaver works
have been altering the North American landscape for
centuries.
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